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What’s New in 6SigmaET Release 13

The latest release of 6SigmaET offers a wealth of new and enhanced functionality, designed to improve 
modeling efficiency and connectivity between engineering design tools.

2 CAD models can be directly imported using STEP or IGES format, 
and include full part names, CAD hierarchy and object color from 
your CAD tool, helping you to identify and configure CAD parts.

You can apply contact resistance to individual faces of CAD 
objects, enabling more accurate prediction of the heat transfer 
between two touching objects.

Different surface treatments can be applied to each face of a CAD 
object in Release 13, allowing you to model scenarios such as painted 
or polished surfaces. Alongside this, we have enabled simulation results 
reporting for each face of an object.

More CAD Integration

1 In modern devices, microprocessors continuously vary processor 
utilization to maximize performance while keeping the device 
within its thermal limits. Processor frequencies are reduced, or 
cores switched off, in a process known as thermal throttling.

Release 13 adds new functionality to simulate complex thermal 
throttling. You can now control power dissipation based on sensor 
temperature, transition devices to different power profiles based 
on temperature or, for highly sophisticated power schemes, 
6SigmaET can integrate with control system simulation software.

Throttling: Controlling Component Power
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3 PCB Modeling Improvements

Simulating a PCB efficiently can be challenging: their designs are 
often complicated, with thousands of traces and vias and hundreds 
of components. 6SigmaET’s range of PCB modeling options help 
you to simulate everything from concepts to final detailed designs.

Release 13 adds a new PCB modeling level called Mixed 
Mode, enabling you to simplify the modeling of the PCB layer 
while modeling some traces in full detail. We have also added 
the ability to specify the power across a PCB using a power 
map, allowing you to precisely define an area of the PCB with 
high power dissipation.

4 It’s frustrating to receive a thermal model from a parts supplier, 
only to find you can’t open it because it was created in a different 
thermal simulation tool.

Future Facilities - following an initiative by Intel and Motorola, 
along with Mentor and Ansys - is implementing a neutral 
file format that enables the exchange of models 
between software tools. This will help companies such as 
microprocessor designers, power supply manufacturers and 
sub assembly designers to easily share data with their customers.

Sharing Thermal Models
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Release 13 of 6SigmaET contains a range of new and improved features, the most significant of which 
are listed below for your information.

What ’s  New 
in Detai l

Controlled Component Power

Use Solver Exchange for Controlled Power in Components and Solids

6SigmaET now includes our new Solver Exchange functionality. This allows the solver to send values 
from 6SigmaET, such as sensor temperatures, to external software like MATLAB or to a user-defined 
DLL. These external functions can then reset values in the solver, such as heat dissipation, so that they 
react appropriately to the sensor values. In this way, 6SigmaET’s in-built controller functions and power 
vs temperature functionality can be replaced or enhanced.

Controlled Component Power

You can now use 6SigmaET’s in-built control functions to set the operating power of components. If 
you want to see what power can be dissipated to maintain a particular temperature - for the controlled 
component, or any other component or location in the model - it’s now really easy.

To utilize controlled component 
power, set the component’s 
Operating Power Option to 
Controlled in the Power node 
of its property sheet. Use the 
Controller view (left) to visualize 
the component’s connections to 
controllers and sensors.
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Specify a Repeating Pulse for Transient Response

You can now set some transient response curves to repeat sequentially, until the end of the transient 
simulation. This includes the utilization curve on components, and the heat dissipation curve on heat 
sources and solid obstructions.

Activate the Repeat Curve option 
in the Curve Edit window (right) 

to repeat the specified curve until 
the end of the simulation.

Multiple Power vs Temperature Curves

You can now define curve arrays for simplified components. These arrays allow you to draw a number 
of curves, and define transition points to specify how the curves interact.

Use the Edit Curve Array 
window (left) to define curve 
arrays for two or more curves.
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CAD Improvements

Default Color for All Materials

You can now specify colors on materials that will be applied to objects when the material is attached.

CAD Usability Improvements

MOBJ import from 6SigmaGeometry allowed you to import ‘surfaces’ as well as solid volumes, but 
these surfaces had limited capabilities and were mainly used for setting emissivity. We’ve significantly 
expanded their functionality in Release 13 with the new ‘face’ object, which can be created via MOBJ, 
STEP or IGES import.

Faces are now defined as children of the master ‘volume’ solid obstruction, and can be used for 
emissivity, thermal resistance and electrical resistance (for Joule heating). They can also be created 
for standard solid obstructions directly, and have the same functionality as the CAD imported faces.

The face object (right) 
represents the surface geometry 

of imported CAD objects. It 
reports surface temperature and 

heat flux simulation results.

Report Surface Area of Objects

We’ve added a new entry to the component, heat sink, solid obstruction and PCB property sheets that 
reports the surface area of the selected object.

The Surface Area property 
(left) calculates the object’s 
surface area. This value 
updates automatically when 
changes are made to the 
object’s geometry.
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PCB Modeling Improvements

Model a Mixture of Detailed & Simplified Traces on One Layer

When creating conductor layers, you can now combine detailed traces with simplified traces on the 
same layer, including when using traces generated from imported data.

Set the conductor layer’s 
Modeling Level to Mixed in order 
to create simplified and detailed 
traces on the same layer (left). 

Import STEP and IGES File Formats

You can now import STEP and IGES CAD files into 6SigmaET.

Use the Import 3D CAD Model 
functionality (right) to import 

STEP or IGES CAD files.
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Heat Source Object

We’ve added a new heat source object, which allows you to model a specific heat source in 6SigmaET. 
When added to a PCB, it can be used to represent joule heating or the heat from minor components.

The heat source object (above) is useful for more abstract heat modeling applications, 
such as across multiple solids, across multiple fluids, or in air.

Plated PCB Holes and Substrate Holes

You can now specify plating on PCB holes and substrate holes, and set the material and thickness of 
the plating.

Activate the Plated option 
in the Construction node of 
the hole’s property sheet to 
model plated holes (right).
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TIMs by ACC Silicones

The 6SigmaET Vendor Libraries now contain a range of thermal interface materials (TIMs) by ACC 
Silicones, helping you to create more realistic models.

Neutral File Format

Following an initiative by various component suppliers, Ansys and Mentor have agreed to expand a file 
exchange format they have developed to share models. We have adopted this in 6SigmaET and can 
utilize it for model imports and exports. Currently this neutral file format is limited to simple geometry, 
but it is expected to be extended over the coming years.

These developments allow us to read some Icepak and Flotherm projects which have been exported 
in the new neutral format. This means that component suppliers can now provide one model that all 
electronics cooling software will be able to read.

Supply Chain

CUI Blowers & Fans

We’ve added a range of fans and blowers by CUI to the 6SigmaET Vendor Libraries, allowing you to 
drag and drop accurate representations of these products directly into your models.

The new CUI blowers (left) have 
been created from detailed 
manufacturer data, ensuring 
they accurately represent their 
real-life counterparts.
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Solution

Temperature-Dependent Heat Dissipation on Porous Obstructions

You can now set a temperature-dependent heat dissipation curve on porous obstructions.

Fan Trays Allow Passive Pressure-Driven Flow

We’ve updated the fan tray objects to allow passive airflow if the controlled fan speed drops to zero.

Store Laminar Viscosity, Conductivity and Specific Heat

You can now store the laminar viscosity, conductivity and specific heat fields, and display this stored 
data on result planes or solid objects

Stop Transient Simulation When Object Reaches a Set Temperature

You can now set a transient termination condition when performing a transient solve. This allows you 
to stop a transient solution when a selected component or sensor reaches a specified temperature.

Temperature-Dependent Properties for Fluids

You can now specify temperature-dependent curves for the laminar viscosity, conductivity and specific 
heat properties of fluids.
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Usability

Group Segments and Ducts within Cable and Duct Routes

You can now group segments and junctions within a route. When you group route objects in this way, a 
new route containing those objects will be created as a child of the original route.

Pick Priority in the Controller View

You can now set pick priority from the object panel when selecting objects in the controller view.

Flow Direction Arrows Added to More Objects

After user feedback, we’ve added helpful flow direction arrows to the following objects when their 
Specification is set to Slotted: vents/vent openings on hollow ducts, perforated obstructions and 
obstruction holes.

Import Properties

We’ve added the Import Properties functionality to 6SigmaET, allowing you to import object properties 
from a CSV file into a 6SigmaET model. You can import properties across the whole model, or select 
an object in the model to import properties for only that object.

The Import Properties 
functionality (right) allows you 

to bulk import the properties 
of multiple objects of the same 
type, and specify attachments 
to objects such as controllers, 
sensors and materials that are 

already in the model
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Rotate CAD Plane About All Three Axes

You can now flip an imported CAD plane along the horizontal or vertical axis, defined relative to its 
current plane of orientation.

Curved and Mitered Elbow Bends for Route Junctions

You can now create curved or mitered bends at the junctions in cooling duct routes. This allows you to 
model more realistic duct routes.

Change Units in CFD Progress Window

You can now select the units used in the CFD progress window.

Use the Units drop down 
in the CFD Progress 
window (left) to view its 
graphs in °C, °F or K.
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We set Future Facilities up to deliver the power of engineering simulation into the hands of an 
emerging data center industry. We created a tool optimized for data centers, designed to be used by 
the DC professional, and made it powerful, intelligent, automated and connected. 

Five years later, we tuned our technology to deliver the same benefits to the thermal management of 
electronics and provide an integrated toolset for these two converging industries. In 2015 we were 
awarded Product of the Year at the Engineering Simulation Show.

Our client base has grown to include not only design consultants, but also electronics and 
semiconductor manufacturers, investment banking, social media, automotive, aerospace, oil & gas, 
and government sectors. 

Our contribution extends to helping define and improve industry standards by participating in 
activities organized by leading institutions, professional bodies and academia.

For more information about 6SigmaET, contact your local Future Facilities representative or visit our 
site at www.6SigmaET.info.
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